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STRUCTURED ABSTRACT

Background: Childhood maltreatment is a global public health, human rights and moral issue that is associated with a vast mental health burden. This study explores the association of childhood maltreatment with the development of mental ill health and initiation of new prescriptions for mental ill health.

Methods: Retrospective cohort study using the UK primary care database, ‘The Health Improvement Network’ between 1st January 1995-31st December 2018. 217,758 patients of all ages who had experienced childhood maltreatment or related concerns (exposed patients) were matched to 423,410 unexposed patients. Outcomes of interest were depression, anxiety or serious mental illness or initiation of a prescription drug used to treat mental ill health. The average age at cohort entry was 12 years and length of follow-up was 2.7 years.

Outcomes: At study entry, the exposed cohort had an increased likelihood of having experienced mental ill health (OR 3.07; 95% CI 3.00-3.15) and mental ill health related prescription (OR 1.27; 95% CI 1.23-1.31) compared to the unexposed group. In keeping with previous literature, of individuals without pre-existing mental ill health, the exposed group developed 11,665 new diagnoses (Incidence Rate (IR) 16.8 per 1,000 person years) compared to 15,301 (IR 8.3 per 1,000 person years) in the unexposed group. This translated to an adjusted IRR 2.14 (95% CI 2.08-2.19). There were 30,911 new prescriptions (IR 46.5 per 1,000 person years) within the exposed group compared to 36,390 (IR 20.5 per 1,000 person years) in the unexposed group (IRR 2.44 (95% CI 2.40-2.48)). The relationship with the development of mental ill health became even more apparent when examining the officially confirmed cases of maltreatment.

Interpretation: Childhood maltreatment is thought to affect one in three children; therefore, a doubling of the risk of developing mental ill health among these individuals represents a substantial contribution to the mental ill health burden in the UK. It is imperative that public health approaches, including those aimed at preventing and detecting childhood maltreatment and its associated negative consequences, are implemented in order to prevent mental ill health.

Funding: No funding
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

Evidence before this study

A systematic literature search on Pubmed from database inception to May 2019 was conducted. The broad terms included were “child abuse” OR “child maltreatment” OR “adverse childhood experience*” AND “mental illness” OR “mental ill health” OR “depression” OR “anxiety” OR “serious mental illness” OR “schizophrenia” OR “bipolar” OR “psychos*”. There were no age or language restrictions. We reviewed reference lists and forward citations of all articles pertinent to the study objectives. We identified a large body of data derived from cross-sectional and case-control studies demonstrating an association between childhood maltreatment and recurrent depressive episodes, anxiety, eating disorders, post-traumatic stress, sleep disorders and suicide attempts. A 2016 review identified only eight global cohort studies based in the US, New Zealand and Australia which reported a positive association between exposure to any type of maltreatment and subsequent development of depression and anxiety. A more recent review exploring the development of depression and anxiety following adverse childhood experiences, only identified one European cross-sectional study. We also identified, a Swedish birth cohort and a Danish registry study demonstrating positive associations between adverse childhood experiences and childhood maltreatment with the development of depression respectively. No other global cohort studies have examined the relationship between childhood maltreatment and the subsequent development of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or psychosis. Additionally, apart from the previously mentioned Swedish birth cohort study which also demonstrated a positive association between adverse childhood experiences and the future use of psychotropic drugs, there were no other global cohort studies examining the association between childhood maltreatment and the initiation of mental ill health prescriptions.

Added value of this study

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to synthesise data exploring the relationship between childhood maltreatment and the development of mental ill health (stratified by depression, anxiety and SMI (defined as psychoses, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder in the Quality Outcomes Framework)), by both diagnosis (documented by clinical code) and prescription in a UK retrospective cohort derived from medical records. By using a large UK primary care dataset between 1995 and 2018, we identified a doubling in the risk of developing mental ill health and a higher odds ratio of having a history of mental ill health at study entry in individuals who had been exposed to childhood maltreatment compared to those with no such recorded exposure. Considering, childhood maltreatment is thought to affect one in three children, our study clearly highlights a large burden of mental ill health in the UK that could be attributable to childhood maltreatment. There is also a substantial risk of requiring prescription treatment for mental ill health in the cohort of those who have experienced childhood maltreatment.

Implications of all the available evidence
Our findings along with evidence from other global studies demonstrates the substantial burden of mental ill health following child maltreatment. The findings are impactful for the UK, as they demonstrate how imperative it is that public health approaches, including those aimed at preventing and detecting childhood maltreatment and its associated negative consequences, are urgently implemented in order to reduce the burden of mental ill health.

INTRODUCTION

Childhood maltreatment, defined as any form of physical, sexual or emotional abuse and neglect, is a global public health and human rights issue affecting more than one in three children (<18 years old). The downstream effects of childhood adversity either in the form of childhood maltreatment or living in a dysfunctional household have been demonstrated in multiple studies exploring the long term effects of adverse childhood experiences. The effect of childhood maltreatment on mental health has been demonstrated in previous meta-analyses.

Reviews of observational data have demonstrated an association between childhood maltreatment and recurrent depressive episodes. Childhood sexual abuse has been associated with the development of depression, anxiety, eating disorders, post-traumatic stress, sleep disorders, and suicide attempts. However, these reviews largely consisted of cross-sectional and case-control studies where individuals recalled their experiences and therefore were prone to recall bias. A meta-analysis tried to mitigate this bias by identifying only cohort studies where exposure and outcome were not recalled by the participants. That review identified 8 studies done in the USA, New Zealand and Australia which demonstrated a pooled odds ratio (OR) between exposure to any type of maltreatment and subsequent development of depression to be 2.03 (95% CI 1.37-3.01) and of anxiety to be 2.70 (95% CI 2.10-3.47). The generalisability of its findings were limited by the lack of cohort studies exploring this association in other global regions, a limitation accepted in another review on the topic with cohorts originating from North America. Considering the variation in population structure, available support during early years and child protection systems, it is not clear whether these results would be generalisable to the UK. The authors also state that the use of cohorts which utilise routinely collected data might mainly identify severely affected patients who have made it to the point of requiring assistance, possibly underestimating their pooled effect size. An alternative approach is to broaden the definition of maltreatment through including the household dysfunction elements of adverse childhood experiences. A meta-analysis identified a similarly positive risk with the diagnosis of depression (OR 4.40 (95% CI 3.54-5.46)) and anxiety (OR 3.70 (95% CI 2.62-5.22)) in adulthood for those who had four or more adverse childhood experiences. However, this meta-analysis also mostly consisted of North American studies with one cross-sectional European study included from Finland (n=4 076). A birth cohort study of Swedish children noted additional markers of household adversity (excluding physical, sexual or emotional abuse, neglect and living in a household with domestic abuse) and found that they were associated with depression and future use of psychotropic medications. A study of individuals on a Danish national register who had experienced childhood abuse found an increased risk of developing unipolar depression, however, the study did not explore the association with anxiety or SMI and had a relatively small sample.
A UK study using data from the Avon longitudinal study of parents and children attempted to explore this relationship but focused specifically on the impact of bullying in conjunction with maltreatment reported by the child’s mother (possibly under-reported) as a risk factor for depression and anxiety in young adults. That study found no association between maltreatment alone and risk of anxiety or depression, but it included only 341 adults who had a past history of maltreatment. Few studies have explored the association between the development of serious mental illness (SMI: psychoses, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) following childhood maltreatment. From those that exist, exposure to childhood maltreatment seems to predict unfavourable clinical outcomes in those with SMI, suggesting the importance of early intervention in these children’s lives to prevent adverse outcomes.

Thus, an improved global understanding of the impact of childhood maltreatment via analysis of other national cohorts is needed. Therefore, we conducted the first UK retrospective cohort study using ‘The Health Improvement Network’ (THIN) dataset exploring the association between officially confirmed childhood maltreatment and maltreatment-related concerns (possible/suspected maltreatment) with the subsequent development of depression, anxiety and SMI.

**METHODS**

**Study design, population and data source**

This study is a population-based, retrospective open cohort study using the THIN database. The study period was between 1st January 1995 and 31st December 2018. An open cohort study allows for patients to enter and exit the study at different time points, with each individual patient only contributing person-years of follow-up from the time of cohort entry (index date) to the time they leave the cohort (exit date).

THIN database consists of a sample of UK electronic medical records taken from 787 general practices using the Vision software system. The database is representative of the UK population in terms of demographic structure and prevalence of key comorbidities. Symptoms, examinations, and diagnoses in THIN are recorded using a hierarchical clinical coding system called Read codes. The first coding level groups similar conditions together (e.g. E refers to mental disorders). Subsequent levels of the hierarchy add additional or more specific information (e.g. Eu2..0 Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders, Eu20000 [X] Paranoid schizophrenia).

In this study we utilised medical records taken from all 787 general practices present in THIN during the study period. There were in total 11,831,850 patients who could have contributed from these practices. As entry into the database relies on use of Vision software, the number of contributing practices can vary over time. In order to reduce under-recording of events, general practices were included 12 months following their instalment of electronic practice records or from the practice’s acceptable mortality recording date.
Exposure and outcome definition

The purpose of this study was to compare exposed patients (those with a code identifying officially confirmed childhood maltreatment or a maltreatment related concern code) to unexposed patients (those without such codes) and then calculate their risk of developing mental ill health defined through Read codes (composite measure; anxiety, depression and SMI) or the requirement of an incident prescription of medication used to treat mental ill health (composite measure; anti-depressants, anxiolytics and anti-psychotics). In addition, this study also examined the odds ratio of having mental ill health (defined through Read codes and relevant prescription medications) at the point of cohort entry (baseline) between the exposed and unexposed groups.

Codes relating to officially confirmed exposure to child maltreatment and mental ill health were selected with the assistance of general practitioners and a public health clinician with a psychiatry background (read code selection methodology- appendix p2). Although there has been no prior published validation of these code lists, we anticipated depression and SMI to be well coded as they form part of the Quality Outcomes Framework,22 (performance indicators linked to general practice payments in the UK). In addition, we expected anxiety to be well coded as previous studies have demonstrated a similar prevalence of anxiety measured in THIN database compared to pre-existing self-reported national survey data.23,24 In order to act as an alternative form of validation for the diagnosis of mental ill health, we also explored prescriptions used to treat mental ill health as an outcome measure of interest. The prescription medication lists used to treat mental ill health were defined using the British National Formulary chapters specific to each condition.25 Last, there have been recent attempts to improve the coding relating to childhood maltreatment in primary care26. Maltreatment related concern codes were adapted from previous research conducted using THIN and consist of codes designed to capture clinical concern relating to suspected or possible maltreatment27.

Read code lists relating to exposure terms and outcomes are provided (Appendix p3).

Selection of unexposed group

Each exposed patient was matched with up to two unexposed control patients, who had no previously documented Read code relating to the exposure. Controls were taken from the same general practice and were matched by age at index date (+/- one year) and gender.

Follow-up period

The index date for those in the exposed group was the date of the first Read code relating to exposure or when they became eligible to enter the study for those with a previous history of exposure (prevalent cases). Therefore, prevalent cases could be adults at cohort entry (index date). However, their episode of maltreatment must have been recorded prior to their 18th birthday. To mitigate immortality time bias28, the same index date was assigned to the corresponding unexposed patient. The follow-up period for each patient was from the index date until the exit date. Exit date is defined as the earliest of the following dates:
study end date, last date of data collection from a given general practice, date patient transferred from general practice, date of death or date the outcome of interest occurred.

**Co-variates**

Co-variates considered in our modelling were selected due to their independent relationship with the development of mental ill health. These included: age, gender and Townsend deprivation score which were captured at baseline. The Townsend score is a measure of material deprivation within a locality, incorporating information on unemployment, household overcrowding and car/home ownership; a higher score indicates a greater level of socioeconomic deprivation.

**Data analysis**

STATA version 15.1 MP/4 software (Statacorp 2017) was used to conduct all analyses.

Categorical baseline data were described using proportions, continuous data were described using means or median with standard deviations or inter quartile range. Missing data are highlighted in relevant baseline characteristic tables. Where there were missing data in our covariates, they were treated as a separate missing category and included in the final analysis.

To describe the presence of mental ill health at baseline, we used logistic regression to estimate unadjusted odds ratio (OR) and adjusted OR (aOR), following adjustment for key covariates (age, gender, Townsend deprivation score).

In order to calculate an incidence rate (IR per 1 000 person years) for each of the outcomes of interest, patients with pre-existing illness (defined as a mental ill health code or prescription used to treat mental ill health) were excluded to ensure the IR reflected outcomes which occurred following cohort entry. Poisson regression offsetting for person years of follow-up was then used to calculate an incidence rate ratio (IRR) for each outcome of interest during the study period. Following adjustment for the co-variates, we calculated and present an adjusted IRR (aIRR). ORs and IRRs are presented with 95% confidence intervals with statistical significance set at p<0.05.

An initial sensitivity analysis was conducted to explore if findings differed when only looking at officially confirmed maltreatment codes. A second sensitivity analysis was conducted, isolating incident only cases (where the exposure occurred during the study period) compared to their respective controls. A third sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine if the outcomes differed when the groups were disaggregated (rather than adjusted for) by gender. Additionally, in order to examine the impact of gender on the findings, an interaction term between gender and the exposure were added to the logistic and Poisson regression models.
Patient and public involvement

No patients were actively involved in setting the research question, outcome measures nor involved in the design of the study. Patients were not involved in interpretation or write up of the results, nor are there plans for the results to be disseminated to the patient community affected by this research.

Ethical Approval

Anonymised data were used throughout the study provided by the data provider to the University of Birmingham. Studies using The Health Improvement Network (THIN) database have had initial ethical approval from the NHS South-East Multicentre Research Ethics Committee, subject to prior independent scientific review. The Scientific Review Committee (IQVIA) approved the study protocol (SRC Reference Number: SRC18THIN034) prior to its undertaking.

RESULTS

Of the total database cohort of 11 831 850 patients, we identified 217 758 patients who had any recorded childhood maltreatment. These patients were matched to 423 410 unexposed controls (no recorded exposure) who met the matching criteria. The median follow-up period was shorter in the exposed group (1·8 years) compared to the unexposed (3·2 years). Patients in the exposed cohort were more likely to be transferred out of the practice (45·7% vs. 27·7%) and therefore had a shorter follow-up in comparison to the unexposed group. Mean age at cohort entry (12 years) and distribution of gender (47.3% male) were similar between the groups as a result of matching. The mean age of recorded exposure to childhood maltreatment in the exposed group was 7 years. There was missing data for body mass index, drinking status and smoking status. However, where recorded, smoking was twice as common at baseline in the exposed group (13·1%) compared to the unexposed group (6·7%). A greater proportion of participants in the exposed group were in the most socio-economically deprived Townsend quintile (22.9%) compared to unexposed group (15.5%). Further details are noted in table 1.

There were 18 502 patients (8·5%) in the exposed group who had a diagnosis of mental ill health at cohort entry compared to 15 734 (3·6%) in the unexposed group. Following adjustment for co-variates this translated to an aOR of 3·07 (95% CI 3·00-3·15). The increased risk was most notable in the exposed group for a pre-existing diagnosis of depression (aOR 3·33; 95% CI 3·23-3·44) and SMI (aOR 5·80; 95% CI 5·26-6·39). 8 572 exposed patients (3·9%) had a prescription for mental ill health treatment in the year preceding their study entry compared to 13 031 (3·1%) in the unexposed group (aOR 1·27; 95% CI 1·23-1·31). Further results can be seen in table 2 and figure 1.

During the study period there were 11 665 (5·9%) new diagnoses of mental ill health in the exposed cohort relating to an IR of 16·8 per 1 000 person years compared to 8·3 per 1 000 person years (15 301 (3·7%) new recorded diagnoses) in the unexposed cohort. This
translated to an increased aIRR of 2·14 (95% CI 2·08-2·19). The results were similar when exploring incident prescriptions. The exposed cohort included 30 911 (IR 46·5 per 1 000 person years) patients (14.8%) who received a new prescription for any type of mental ill health compared to 36 390 patients (8.9%) in the unexposed group (IR 20·5 per 1 000 person years) resulting in an increased aIRR of 2·44 (95% CI 2·40-2·48). When exploring by all types of mental ill health and prescription, the exposed group had a significantly increased risk of both diagnosis and prescription (anxiety: 1·71 (95% CI 1·65-1·77), depression: 2·31 (95% CI 2·24-2·38), SMI: 3·90 (95% CI 3·45-4·31), anxiolytic: 2·12 (95% CI 2·06-2·19), anti-depressant: 2·66 (95% CI 2·62-2·71), anti-psychotic: 2·08 (95% CI 2·03-2·14)). These results can be seen in table 3 and figure 2.

We identified within the total cohort that 36 607 (16·8% of total exposed cohort) patients had confirmatory codes relating to childhood maltreatment. These patients were matched to 73 034 (17·2% of total unexposed cohort) unexposed patients (characteristics described in appendix p56). Notably, this cohort had a significantly higher average age (19 years) at study entry compared to the main cohort. When the treatment group contained only the officially confirmed maltreatment coded patients, we noted a considerable increase in the effect sizes of all measured outcomes. Of particular note, this cohort had a higher prevalence of mental illness at study entry, with 7 730 (21·1% of the exposed group) having any type of mental ill health compared to 5 742 (7·9% in the unexposed group) translating into an aOR of 3·91; 95% CI 3·75-4·08. Additionally, during follow-up the effect size of the composite mental ill health diagnosis (aIRR 2·67; 95% CI 2·54-2·80) and incident prescriptions (aIRR 3·02 (2·93-3·12) increased compared to the cohort that consisted of both confirmed and indicative diagnosis of childhood maltreatment. The most noticeable specific increase was the incidence of initiation of anti-depressant prescriptions (aIRR 3·48; 95% CI 3·37-3·59). Further details can be found in appendix p57.

Of the total exposed cohort 84 687 (38·9% of total exposed cohort) patients had a child maltreatment code entered during the study period (incident cohort), and were matched to 159 171 (37·6% of total unexposed cohort) unexposed cohort (characteristics described in appendix p59). The mean age of both groups was 7 years. In this exposed group, the odds ratio of having mental ill health (aOR 2·64; 95% CI 2·38-2·92) or a prescription for a mental ill health related drug (aOR 3·61; 95% CI 3·25-4·01) was greater at baseline compared to the unexposed group. During the study period, 2 672 new diagnoses of a mental ill health (IR 8·8 per 1 000 person years) were identified in the exposed group (3.1%) compared to 3 207 diagnoses (2.0%; IR 4·7 per 1 000 person years) in the unexposed group (aIRR 1·91; 95% CI 1·81-2·01). This effect was similar for new prescriptions of medications used to treat mental ill health (aIRR 1·87; 95% CI 1·80-1·94). Further details can be found in appendix p60.

Our third sensitivity analysis was to examine outcomes by gender. Both male and female patients experienced a higher odds ratio of having mental ill health at cohort entry if they had experienced childhood maltreatment (male: aOR 3·18 (3·03-3·32); female: aOR 3·02 (2·93-3·11)), as well as a subsequently higher risk of developing mental illness following exposure to childhood maltreatment (male: aIRR 2·21 (2·11-2·30); female: aIRR 2·11 (2·04-2·17)). Although the IR of developing any mental ill health was higher in the total female cohort (exposed and unexposed population), the effects of childhood maltreatment was similar between male and female patients who had experienced childhood maltreatment in
comparison to their controls. When we added an interaction term to allow the effect size to vary by sex within a single model, following adjustment, we noted no statistical difference (p<0.05) in the diagnosis of mental ill health between male and female exposed patients. However, we identified significant differences for the following outcomes: all mental ill health prescriptions, anti-depressants and anti-psychotics at baseline; initiation of anti-psychotics and anti-depressants during the study period. Further details can be seen from appendix p61.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to synthesise data exploring the relationship between childhood maltreatment and the development of mental ill health in a UK retrospective cohort derived from medical records. Our study demonstrates that exposure to childhood maltreatment is associated with double the risk of developing a diagnosed mental ill health and more than doubles the requirement for prescription medications used to treat mental ill health during the short median follow-up of 2·7 years in this study. Patients who present with maltreatment had a higher odds ratio of having mental ill health at baseline. When analysing officially confirmed maltreatment cases only, this risk increased significantly with a tripling of risk in requiring prescription medications. The risk also persists when analysing only patients who experienced childhood maltreatment during the study period.

Our results support findings from the meta-analyses documented with cohorts largely derived from North America. Our overall findings demonstrated similarly positive effect sizes of an aIRR of 2·13 (2·07-2·18) and 1·73 (1·68-1·78) for depression and anxiety respectively. However, as our study was conducted in the UK, our results may not be directly comparable, and there are also differences in the methods we have utilised to isolate exposures and outcomes. Interestingly, our third sensitivity analysis demonstrated little difference in effect size between the risk of being given a diagnosis of a mental ill health following childhood maltreatment in the male and female exposed groups which agrees with known literature. However, we did find differences in the risk of new initiation of mental ill health prescriptions which has previously been untested between male and female exposed patients.

The findings are important in a UK setting where there is a professional and moral obligation to report suspected child maltreatment. A major UK survey conducted by the National Health Service (NHS) demonstrated that an eighth of 5 to 19-year olds had at least one mental disorder, with the prevalence increasing by age. Adult mental ill health is increasing over time within the UK, it is imperative to understand the contribution of childhood maltreatment to this burden. The NSPCC reported that one in four 18-24 year olds stated they had experienced some form of severe maltreatment in their childhood. From our study, this could translate into a considerable proportion of adults developing mental ill health in the future. Therefore, there is an important public health message to focus not only on approaches that prevent or detect childhood maltreatment but also to explore methods of prevention and detection of mental ill health in those who have experienced childhood maltreatment. Building resilience in children, families, local services
and communities of those at risk might be a way of improving mental health outcomes.\textsuperscript{37,38} A broad public health approach is needed that addresses multiple facets on an individual’s life (such as: reducing school time absence; diversion from the youth justice system and improving the rates of children in education, training and employment)\textsuperscript{39,40} as is community action which will indirectly affect the child (including asset based, social network and support based approaches).\textsuperscript{38}

The use of electronic health records for epidemiological research largely relies upon the accuracy of documenting by the healthcare professionals contributing to the dataset. A limitation of using such records is that no study has validated the Read codes relating to childhood maltreatment and mental ill health in UK primary care,\textsuperscript{41} however, work has been done to try and improve maltreatment-related coding in primary care.\textsuperscript{26} We selected the Read codes relating to outcomes with the assistance of individuals trained in psychiatry, and to mitigate any misclassification risk, we also conducted the analysis pertaining to prescription data which is coded accurately. On the other hand, as childhood maltreatment coding has not been validated, and given a likely a hidden burden of abuse, some members of the unexposed group might have been exposed to maltreatment. Therefore, it is possible our findings are an underestimate of the true effect size. Considering the possibility of improved coding during the study period, there was an absence of evidence in our data to suggest this affected the effect size witnessed in our main results (appendix p66). Alternatively, signs of maltreatment might have been overlooked in some families, especially where education and class may have misled those who might have identified it. Although there is an association between poverty and maltreatment,\textsuperscript{42} there remains a leaning towards over-surveillance of the poor. Future research should consider patient and public involvement to shape study design and inform interpretation of the results.

Another important consideration is the possibility that if maltreatment against a child was recorded by their healthcare practitioner, it could mean that the maltreatment was particularly severe; however, as we used non-granular codes we were unable to assess this. It is also possible that the most severe cases are unable to report their concerns owing to concealment of the abuse or because of fear of telling another individual. To mitigate this, we utilised the maltreatment related code lists to identify other factors relating to maltreatment that could identify children who may be at risk of direct maltreatment to ensure they are captured. Our sensitivity analysis showed that officially confirmed childhood maltreatment led to increased effect sizes. One of the limitations in this study was the inability to conduct further subgroup analysis by type of abuse.

We observed the median follow-up time in the exposed group was shorter due to a higher proportion of patients transferring to a different general practice. Despite the shorter follow-up period, there was evidence of increased risk for mental ill health in the exposed patients. Given that the effects of child maltreatment may present to primary care much later in life, there is a possibility that the results may have under-estimated the effects of childhood maltreatment. Even though we were able to account for the impact of recorded socio-economic deprivation, an NHS England review\textsuperscript{43} of barriers to primary care access highlighted that vulnerable populations such as travellers, migrants and the homeless may
still struggle to register with a GP practice. Therefore, it is likely that our analysis was unable to capture the experiences of this population.

In conclusion, our study showed increased risk of developing mental ill health following child maltreatment. Public health approaches, including preventing and detecting childhood maltreatment and its associated negative consequences, are needed to prevent mental ill health.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: The odds ratio for having mental ill health at study entry in those exposed in comparison to those unexposed to childhood maltreatment

Figure 2: The risk of developing mental ill health in those exposed and unexposed to childhood maltreatment
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